SLIDING TOOL TRAY FOR WORK PLATFORMS - WP-TT48

*** ANY ADDITIONS, DELETIONS, OR OMISSIONS MUST BE CORRECTED ON THIS DRAWING AS THIS DRAWING WILL BE CONSIDERED ALL INCLUSIVE ***

ALL GRAPHICS PROVIDED ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. IF CERTAIN DIMENSIONS ARE CRITICAL PLEASE VERIFY THOSE DIMENSIONS WITH YOUR SALESPERSON

APPROX. WEIGHT: 17.08 lbs. DOES NOT INCLUDE WEIGHT OF POWER OR PACKAGING!!

MODEL NUMBER IS WP-TT48
OVERALL WIDTH IS 48 7/8"
USABLE WIDTH IS 44 1/2"
OVERALL DEPTH IS 8"
USABLE DEPTH IS 7 13/16"
OVERALL HEIGHT IS 2 1/4"
USABLE HEIGHT IS 1 1/2"

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BLUE POWDERCOAT FINISH

SPECIAL FEATURES
NONE

**THIS TOOL TRAY IS TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH 48"W SINGLE DOOR WORK PLATFORMS**

I, THE UNDERSIGNED, AGREE THAT THE PRODUCT AS REPRESENTED SATISFIES DESIGN AND DIMENSION REQUIREMENTS. I ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE MY DUTY TO CONFIRM PRODUCT AND INSTALLATION COMPLIANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS.

ANY MODIFIED UNITS ARE NON-RETURNABLE
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